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Abstract 

 
In this paper, we introduce binary soft separation axioms in binary soft 
topological space. In this paper, we define and explore several properties of 
binary soft 

i
 , i = 0; 1; 2, binary soft regular, binary soft 

3
 , binary soft 

normal and binary soft 
4

  axioms using binary soft points. We also discuss 

some binary soft invariance properties namely binary soft topological property 
and binary soft hereditary property. We hope that these results will be useful 
for the future study on binary soft topology to carry out general framework for 
the practical applications and to solve the complicated problems containing 
uncertainties in various fields. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION  

The concept of soft sets was first introduced by Molodtsov[3] in 1999 as a general 
mathematical tool for dealing with uncertain objects. In,[3][4] Molodtsov successfully 
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applied the soft theory in several directions, such as smoothness of functions, game 
theory, operations research, Riemann integration, Perron integration, probability, 
theory of measurement, and so on. 

 In 2016 Ahu Acikgöz and Nihal Tas[1] introduced the concept of binary soft set 
theory on two initial universal sets and studied some basic properties. In continuation, 
Benchalli et al.[2] studied the concept of binary soft topology and related basic 
properties which are defined over two initial universal sets with suitable parameters. 

In continuation, in the present paper we have defined and explored several properties 
of binary soft 

i
 , i = 0; 1; 2, binary soft regular, binary soft 

3
 , binary soft normal 

and binary soft 
4

 axioms using binary soft points. Also, we have discussed some 

binary soft invariance properties namely binary soft topological property and binary 
soft hereditary property in binary soft topological spaces. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews some basic 
concepts about soft sets, binary soft sets and their related properties; Section 3 we 
present main results of the paper with the suitable examples. Section 4 is about binary 
soft regular, binary soft normal and binary soft 

4
 -spaces. 

 

2.  PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 2.1. [5] Let X be an initial universe and let E be a set of parameters. Let 
P(X) denote the power set of X and let A be a nonempty subset of E. A pair ),( AF  is 
called a soft set over X, where F is a mapping given by )(: XPAF  . In other 
words, a soft set over X is a parameterized family of subsets of the universe X. For 

A , )(F  may be considered as the set of  -approximate elements of the soft set 
),( AF . Clearly, a soft set is not a set. 

Let 21,UU  be two initial universe sets and E be a set of parameters. Let )(),( 21 UPUP   
denote the power set of 21,UU , respectively. Also, let ECBA ,, . 

 

Definition 2.2. [1] A pair (F, A) is said to be a binary soft set over 21,UU , where F is 
defined as below: 

)()(: 21 UPUPAF  , ),(=)( YXeF  for each Ae  such that 1UX  , 2UY  .  

 

Definition 2.3. [1] A binary soft set (G, A) over 21,UU  is called a binary absolute soft 

set, denoted by A
~~  if ),(=)( 21 UUeF  for each Ae .  
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Definition 2.4. [1] The union of two binary soft sets of ),( AF  and ),( BG  over the 
common 21,UU  is the binary soft set ),( CH , where BAC =  and for all Ce , 

 

 














BAe    if),,(
ABe   if),,(
BAe   if),,(

=)(

2121

22

11

YYXX
YX
YX

eH  (1) 

 such that ),(=)( 11 YXeF  for each Ae  and ),(=)( 22 YXeG  for each Be . We 

denote it ),(=),(
~~),( CHAGAF  . 

 

Definition 2.5. [1] The intersection of two binary soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over a 
common 21,UU is the binary soft set (H,C), where BAC = , and 

),(=)( 2121 YYXXeH   for each Ce  such that ),(=)( 11 YXeF  for each Ae  

and ),(=)( 22 YXeG  for each Be . We denote it as ),(=),(
~~),( CHBGAF    

 

Definition 2.6. [1] Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two binary soft sets over a common 

21,UU . (F, A) is called a binary soft subset of (G,B) if  

(i) BA , 

(ii) 21 XX   and 21 YY   such that ),(=)( 11 YXeF , ),(=)( 22 YXeG  for each 

Ae . We denote it as ),(~~),( BGAF  .  

Definition 2.7. [1] A binary soft set (F, A) over 21,UU  is called a binary null soft set, 

denoted by 
~~  if ),(=)( eF  for each Ae .  

Definition 2.8. [1] The difference of two binary soft sets (F, A) and (G, A) over the 
common 1U , 2U  is the binary soft set (H,A), where ),(=)( 2121 YYXXeH   for each 

Ae  such that ),(=),( 11 YXAF  and ),(=),( 22 YXAG .  

Definition 2.9.[1]  Let   be the collection of binary soft sets over 1U , 2U , then   is 
said to be a binary soft topology on 1U , 2U  if  

(i) 
~~ , X

~~     

(ii) The union of any member of binary soft sets in   belongs to  . 

(iii) The intersection of any two binary soft sets in   belongs to  . 
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Then ),,,( 21 EUU   is called a binary soft topological space over 1U , 2U .  

  

3.  Main Results 

 Throughout the paper let 1U , 2U  be two initial universe sets and E be a set of 
parameters. Let )( 1UP , )( 1UP  denote the power set of 1U , 2U , respectively.  

Definition 3.1. Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological spaces on X~  over 

21 UU   and Y~  be non empty binary soft subset of X
~~ . Then 

}),)/(,({=  EFEFY

y
  is said to be the binary soft relative topology on Y

~~  and 

),,
~~( EY

y
  is called a binary soft subspace of ),,,( 21 EUU  . We can easily verify 

that 
y

  is a binary soft topology on Y
~~   

  

Example 3.2. Any binary soft subspace of a binary soft discrete topological space is 
binary soft discrete topological space.  

  

Example 3.3. Any binary soft subspace of a binary soft indiscrete topological space is 
binary soft indiscrete topological space.  

  

Proposition 3.4. Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological spaces on X~  over 

21 UU   and Y
~~  be a non empty binary subset of X

~~ . Then ),,,( 21 
y

UU   is subspace 

of ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  for each E
~~ . 

Proof: Let ),,,( 21 
y

UU   is a binary soft topological space for each E . Now by 

definition for any E  

}),)/(({=   EFFY

y
 

}),)/((
~~{=   EFFY  

})()/(
~~{=


  FFY  

Thus ),,,( 21 
y

UU   is a subspace of ),,,( 21 UU . Which completes the 
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proof.  

 

Proposition 3.5. Let ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  be a binary soft subspace of a binary soft 

topological space ),,,( 21 EUU   and (G, E) be a binary soft open in Y~ . If Y
~~  

then ),( EG . 

Proof:  Let (G, E) be a binary soft open set in Y
~~ , then there exists a binary soft open 

set (H, E) in X
~~  over 21 UU  , such that ),(

~~=),( EHYEG  . Now, if Y
~~  then 

 ),(
~~ EHY  by the third axiom of the definition of binary soft topological space 

and hence ),( EG .  

 

Theorem 3.6. Let ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  be a binary soft subspace of a binary soft 

topological space ),,,( 21 EUU   and (G, E) be a binary soft set of X
~~  over 21 UU  , 

then 

(i) (G, E) is binary soft open in Y
~~  if and only if ),(

~~~~=),( EHYEG   for some 

),( EH . 

(ii) (G,E) is binary soft closed in Y
~~  if and only if ),(

~~~~=),( EHYEG   for some 

binary soft closed set in XEH
~~),(   over 21 UU  .  

Proof: (i) Follows from the definition of binary soft subspace. 

(ii) If (G,E) is binary soft closed in Y
~~  then we have YEG

~~=),(  then we have 

),(
~~=),( EHYEG  , for some 

y
EH ),( . Now, ),(

~~~~=),( EKYEH   for some 

),( EK .For any E , )()(
~~=)(  HYG   

)(
~~= HY   

)](
~~)(

~~[
~~=  KYY   

)](
~~~~[

~~= KYY   

)(
~~= KY   
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))(
~~(

~~~~= KXY   

cKY )]([
~~~~=   

cKY )]([
~~)(

~~=   . Thus cKYEG )]([
~~~~=),(  , where cEK ),(  is binary soft 

closed in X
~~  over 21 UU   as ),( EK . 

Conversely, assume that ),(
~~~~=),( EHYEG   for some binary soft closed set 

(H,E) in X
~~  over 21 UU   which means that ),( EH . Now if ),(

~~=),( EKXEH   

where 
~~),( EK  then for any E

~~ ,  

)(
~~)(

~~=)(  HYG   

)(
~~~~= HY   

))(
~~(

~~~~= KXY   

)(
~~= KY   

)](
~~~~[

~~= KYY   

))](
~~)(

~~[)(
~~=  KYY  . 

Thus )],(
~~~~[

~~=),( EKYYEG  . Since ),( EK , so 
y

EKY  )],(
~~~~[  and 

hence (G,E) is binary soft closed set in Y
~~ . Which completes the proof.  

 

Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space. Let ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  be a binary 

soft subspace of ),,,( 21 EUU  . Let YEF
~~~~),(   be a binary soft subset of Y

~~ . Then 
we can find the binary soft closure of (F, E) in the space ),,,( 21 EUU

y
 . The binary 

soft closure of (F, E) in ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  is denoted by 
y

EF ),( .  

Theorem 3.7.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  be a binary soft subspace of  binary soft 

topological space ),,,( 21 EUU  . Let YEF
~~~~),(   be a binary soft subset of Y

~~ . Then 
we have the following results as follows. 
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(i) ),(
~~~~=),( EFYEF

y
 . 

(ii)   ),(
~~~~=),( EFYEF y  

(iii) ),(
~~~~~~),( EFYEF

y
   

Proof: (i) To prove, let ),(
~~~~=),( EFYEF

y
 .  

We have 
y

EF ),( = The binary soft intersection of all the 
y

 -binary soft 

closed sets containing (F,E). 

= yy EGEG ),(:),{(
~~  is 

y
 -binary soft closed set and )},(~~),( EFEG y   

= ),(:),(
~~~~{

~~ EGEGY   is 
y

 -binary soft closed set and 

)},(~~),(
~~~~ EFEGY   

= ),(:),(
~~~~{

~~ EGEGY   is 
y

 -binary soft closed set and )},(
~~),( EFEG   

= ),(:),(
~~{

~~~~ EGEGY   is  -binary soft closed set and )},(
~~),( EFEG   

= ),(
~~~~ EFY  . Thus ),(

~~~~=),( EFYEF
y

 . 

(ii) To prove  ),(
~~~~=),( EFYEF y , 

we know that, yEF e),( = The binary soft union of all the 
y

 -binary soft open 

sets contained in (F,E). 

= yEHEH ),(:),{(
~~  is 

y
 -binary soft open and )},(~~),( EFEH   

= ),(
~~~~=),{(

~~ EKYEH  : (K,E) is  -binary soft open set and 

)},(~~),(
~~~~ EFEKY  . 

Also,we know that  ),(:),{(
~~[

~~~~=),(
~~~~ ELELYEFY  e  is  -binary soft 

open set and )}],(~~),( EFEL   

Now, let  ),(
~~~~~~),( EFYEM which implies YEM

~~~~),(   and  ),(
~~),( EFEM  

 YEM
~~~~),(   and  ),(:),{(

~~~~),( ELELEM   is  -binary soft open set and 
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)},(~~),( EFEL    

  YEM
~~~~),(   and 

i
ELEM ),(~~),(  , where 

i
EL ),( , is  -open and 

),(~~),( EFEL
i
   

  
i

ELYEM ),(
~~~~~~),(  , where 

i
EL ),(  is  -open and ),(~~),( EFEL

i
   

that is ),(
~~~~~~),(

~~~~ EFYELY
i

     ),(~~),(
~~~~ EFELY

i
   

  ),(:),(
~~~~{

~~~~),( EKEKYEM   is  -open and )},(~~),(
~~~~ EFEKY   

  yEFEM  ),(
~~),( . Thus  ),(

~~~~~~),( EFYEM  which implies  

        ),(
~~),( EFEM . 

Therefore 


),(~~),(
~~~~ EFEFY . 

(iii) To prove, ),(
~~~~~~),( EFYEF

y
   

Now consider 
y

y

y
EFYEFEF ),(

~~~~),(=),(   

  ]),(
~~~~~~[

~~]),(
~~~~[ EFYYEFY  . 

Since using the result (i) ]),(
~~[

~~~~~~),(
~~~~ EFYYEFY   (Since )

~~~~~~ XY  . 


~~  ]),(

~~[
~~),(

~~~~ EFXEFY   

= ),(
~~~~ EFY   

Thus ),(
~~~~~~),( EFYEF

y
 . Which completes the proof.  

Definition 3.8.  Let ),,,( 21 AUU   be a binary soft topological space of X~  over 

)( 21 UU   and Aee XGF
~~~~,   such that ee GF 

~~ . Then the binary soft topological space 
is said to be binary soft 0  space denoted as 

0
 . If there exists atleast one binary soft 

open set ),( 1 AF  or ),( 2 AF  such that ),(~~
1 AFFe  , ),(~~

1 AFGe   or ),(~~
2 AFFe  , 

),(~~
2 AFGe  .  
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Definition 3.9.  Let ),,,( 21 AUU   be a binary soft topological space of X~  over 

)( 21 UU   and Aee XGF
~~~~,   such that ee GF 

~~ . Then the binary soft topological space 
is said to be binary soft 1  space denoted as 

1
 . If there exists atleast one binary soft 

open set ),( 1 AF  or ),( 2 AF  such that ),(~~
1 AFFe  , ),(

~~
1 AFGe   or ),(~~

2 AFFe  , 

),(
~~

2 AFGe  .  

  

Definition 3.10.  Let ),,,( 21 AUU   be a binary soft topological space of X~  over 

)( 21 UU   and Aee XGF
~~~~,   such that ee GF 

~~ . Then the binary soft topological space 
is said to be binary soft 2  space denoted as 

2
 . If there exists atleast one binary soft 

open set ),( 1 AF  and ),( 2 AF  such that ),(~~
1 AFFe  , ),(~~

2 AFHe   and 

AEFEF 
~~=),(

~~),( 21    

  

Proposition 3.11.  (i) Every 
1

 -space is a 
0

 -space. 

(ii) Every 
2

 -space is a 
1

 -space. 

Proof: (i) is obvious. (ii) If ),,,( 21 AUU   is a 
2

 -space then by definition, for 

Aee XGF
~~~~,  , ee GF 

~~  there exists atleast one binary soft open set ),( 1 AF  and ),( 2 AF  

such that ),(~~
1 AFFe  , ),(~~

2 AFHe   and AEFEF 
~~=),(

~~),( 21  . Since 

AEFEF 
~~=),(

~~),( 21  ; ),(
~~

2 AFFe   and ),(
~~

1 AFGe  . Thus it follows that 
),,,( 21 AUU   is a 

1
 -space.  

 Note that every 
1

 -space is a 
0

 -space. Every 
2

 -space is a 
1

 -space. 

The converse donot hold ingeneral. The following examples shows our claim.  

Example 3.12.  Let },,{= 3211 cccU , },{= 212 mmU  },{= 21 eeE . Let 

}))}}}{({(})),}{({{(,
~~,

~~{=),,,( 22211121 mcemceXEUU  , binary soft points 
})}}{({{= 2211

mceFe , })}}{({{= 1111
mceGe  and })}}{({{= 1112

mceFe , 

})}}{({{= 2222
mceGe . Since 

11 ee GF  ; then there exists binary soft open set 

}))}}}{({(})),}{({{{(=),( 2221111 mcemceEF  such that ),(
~~

11
EFFe  , ),(~~

11
EFGe  . 
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Similarly for the pair 
22 ee GF  , there is binary soft open set ),( EF  such that 

),(~~
2

EFGe  , ),(
~~

2
EFFe  . This shows that ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 

0
 -space. 

Clearly ),,,( 21 EUU   is not a binary soft 
1

 -space.  

  

Proposition 3.13.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space of X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU   and Y
~~  be a non-empty subset of X

~~ . If ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
0

 -

space then ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  is a binary soft 
0

 -space. 

Proof: Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space of X
~~  over )( 21 UU  . 

Now let YGF ee

~~~~,   such that ee GF  . If there exists binary soft open set ),( 1 EF  in 

X
~~  such that ),(~~

1 EFFe   and ),(
~~

1 EFGe  . Now YFe

~~~~  implies that YFe

~~~~ . So 

YFe

~~~~  and ),(~~
1 EFFe  . Hence )],([=),(

~~~~~~
1 EFEFYF Y

e  , where ),( 1 EF . 

Consider, ),(
~~

1 EFGe  , this means that )(
~~ FGe   for some E

~~ . Then 

 ),(
~~~~=),(

~~~~~~
11 EFYEFYGe  . Therefore )],([=),(

~~~~~~
11 EFEFYG Y

e  . Similarly 

it can be proved that if ),(~~
2 EFGe   and ),(

~~
2 EFFe   then )],([~~

2 EFG Y
e   and 

)],([~~
2 EFF Y

e  . Thus ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  is a binary soft 
0

 -space.  

  

Example 3.14.  Let },,{= 3211 cccU , },{= 212 mmU  },{= 21 eeE  and 

}))}}{({{(}))},}{({(})),}{({{(}))},}{({(})),}{({{(,
~~,

~~{= 111222111112221 mcemcemcemcemceX  , 

}))}}}{({(})),
~~}{

~~({{( 1121 mceXXe  

Where }))}}{({(})),}{({{(=),( 1122211 mcemceEF , 

}))}}{({(})),}{({{(=),( 2221112 mcemceEF , 

}))}}{({{(=),( 1113 mceEF , 

}))}}{({(})),
~~}{

~~({{(=),( 11214 mceXXeEF  

Clearly ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft topological space of X
~~  over )( 21 UU  .  
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Note that }))}}{({{(}))},}{({{(,
~~,

~~{= 2211111
mcemceX  , 

}))}}{({{(}))},}{({{(,
~~,

~~{= 2221122
mcemceX   are binary soft topological 

spaces on X
~~  over )( 21 UU  . There are two pairs of distinct binary soft points namely 

}))}}{({{(= 2211
mceFe , }))}}{({{(= 1111

mceGe and }))}}{({{(= 1122
mceFe ,

}))}}{({{(= 2222
mceGe . Then for binary soft pair 

11 ee GF   of points , there are binary 

soft open sets ),( 1 EF  and ),( 2 EF  such that ),(~~
11

EFFe  , ),(
~~

11
EFGe   and 

),(~~
21

EFGe  , ),(
~~

21
EFFe  . Similarly for the pair 

22 ee GF  , there are binary soft 

open sets ),( 1 EF  and ),( 2 EF  such that ),(
~~

22
EFFe  , ),(~~

22
EFGe   and 

),(
~~

12
EFGe  , ),(~~

12
EFFe  . This shows that ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft space 

1
 -

space and hence a binary soft 
0

 -space. Note that ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft 
2

 -

space.  

  

Example 3.15.   

Let },,{= 3211 cccU , },{= 212 mmU  },{= 21 eeE  and 

)},(),,(),,(,
~~,

~~{= 321 EFEFEFX  .  Clearly, }))}}{({{(=),( 1111 mceEF , 

}))}}{({{(=),( 2222 mceEF , }))}}{({(})),}{({{(=),( 2221113 mcemceEF  soft points 

namely, }))}}{({{(= 2211
mceFe , }))}}{({{(= 1111

mceGe . Then ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary 

soft topological space on X
~~  over )( 21 UU  . Now, there are two pairs of binary soft 

distinct points namely, }))}}{({{(= 2211
mceFe , }))}}{({{(= 1111

mceGe  and 

}))}}{({{(= 1112
mceFe . }))}}{({{(= 2222

mceGe . Then for the binary soft pair 

11 ee GF   of points there does not exist binary soft disjoint open sets (F, E) and (G, E) 

such that ),(~~
1

EFFe  , ),(
~~

1
EFGe   and ),(~~

1
EGFe  , ),(

~~
1

EFGe  . Thus ),,,( 21 EUU   

is not a binary soft 
2

 -space. Clearly ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
1

 -space and 

hence a binary soft 
0

 -space.  

Theorem 3.16.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU  .Then each binary soft point is binary soft closed if and only if 
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),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
1

 -space. 

Proof: Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over )( 21 UU  . 

Now to prove Let ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
1

 -space, suppose binary soft points 

),(~~
1

EFFe  , ),(~~
1

EGGe   are binary soft closed and 
11 ee GF  . Then cEF ),(  and 

cEG ),(  are binary soft open in ),,,( 21 EUU  . Then by definition ),(=),( EFEF cc , 

where )(
~~=)( 11 eFXeF c   and ),(=),( EGEG cc , where )(

~~= 11 eGXG e
c  . Since 


~~=)(

~~)( 11 eGeF  . This implies 111 =)(
~~=)( e

cGeGXeF  for all e. This implies 

111 =)(
~~=)( e

cGeGXeF  for all e. This implies cEGEFeF ),(
~~),(=)( 1  . Similarly, 

cEFEGeG ),(
~~),(=)( 1  . Thus we have cEGeF ),(~~)( 1  , cEGeG ),(

~~)( 1   and 
cEFeF ),(

~~)( 1  , cEFeG ),(~~)( 1  . This proves that ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft 
1

 -

space. 

Conversely,  let ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft 
1

 -space, to prove that 

XEFeF
~~~~),(=)( 1   is binary soft closed, we show that cEF ),(  is binary soft open in 

),,,( 21 EUU  . Let c
e EFEGG ),(~~),(=
1

  is binary soft closed. Then 
11 ee GF  , since 

),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft 
1

 -space, there exists a binary soft open set (L,E) such 

that c
e EFELG ),(~~),(~~
1

  and hence }),(=),(~~),,{(
~~

11

cc
eeG EFEFGEL  . This 

proves that cEF ),(  is binary soft open in ),,,( 21 EUU   that is ),(=
1

EFFe  is binary 

soft closed in ),,,( 21 EUU  . Which completes the proof.  

Remark 3.17.  It is clear that, in general if ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
1

 -space, 

then ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  is not necessarily a 
1

 -space. The following Theorem gives 

condition for ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  to be a binary soft 
1

 -space.  

Theorem 3.18.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  be a binary soft topological space of X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU   and XGF ee

~~~~,   such that ee GF  . If there exists binary soft open sets 

),( 1 EF  and ),( 2 EF  such that ),(~~
1 EFFe   and c

e EFG ),(~~
2 , then ),,,( 21 EUU

e
  is a 

binary soft 
0

 -space and ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  is a binary soft 
0

 -space for each Ee~~ . 
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Proof: Clearly ),(=),(~~
111

EFEFG cc
e   implies ),(

~~
21

EFGe  . Similarly 

),(=),(~~
22 EFEFF cc

e   implies ),(
~~

2 EFFe  . Thus we have ),(~~
1 EFFe  , 

),(
~~

1 EFGe   or ),(~~
2 EFGe  , ),(

~~
2 EFFe  . This proves ),,,( 21 EUU

e
  is a binary 

soft 
0

 -space. Now for any Ee~~ , ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  is a binary soft topological space 

and ),(~~
1 EFFe   and c

e EFG ),(~~
1  or ),(~~

2 EFGe   and c
e EFF ),(

~~
2 . So that 

)(~~
1 eFFe  , )(

~~
1 eFGe   or )(~~

2 eFGe  , )(
~~

2 eFGe  . Thus ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  is binary soft 

0
 -space.  

  

Theorem 3.19.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU   and XGF ee

~~~~,   such that ee GF  . If there exists binary soft open sets 

),( 1 EF  and ),( 2 EF  such that ),(~~
1 EFFe   and c

e EFG ),(~~
1  or ),(~~

2 EFFe   and 
c

e EFG ),(~~
2 , then ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 

0
 -space and ),,,( 21 EUU

e
  is a 

binary soft 
0

 -space for each Ee~~ . 

Proof: Clearly ),(=),(~~
11 EFEFG cc

e   implies ),(
~~

1 EFGe  . Similarly 

),(=),(~~
22 EFEFF cc

e   implies ),(
~~

2 EFFe  . Thus we have 

),(~~
1 EFFe  , ),(

~~
1 EFGe   or ),(~~

2 EFGe  , ),(
~~

2 EFFe  . This proves ),,,( 21 EUU   is 

a binary soft 
0

 -space. Now for any Ee~~ , ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  is a binary soft 
0

 -

space and ),(~~
1 EFFe   and c

e EFG ),(~~
1  or ),(~~

2 EFGe   and c
e EFF ),(

~~
2 . So that 

)(
~~)( 1 eFeF  , )(

~~)( 1 eFeG   or )(
~~)( 2 eFeG  , )(

~~)( 1 eFeF  . Thus ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  is 

binary soft 
0

 -space.  

Theorem 3.20. Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU   and XGF ee

~~~~,   such that ee GF  . If there exists binary soft open sets 

),( 1 EF  and ),( 2 EF  such that ),(~~
1 EFFe   and c

e EFG ),(~~
1  or ),(~~

2 EFGe   and 
c

e EFF ),(~~
2 , then ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 

0
 -space and ),,,( 21 EUU   is a 

binary soft 
1

 -space and ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  is a binary soft 
1

 -space for each Ee~~ . 

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of 3.19.  
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Now we shall discuss some of the binary soft heriditary properties of 
i

  (i= 0,1) 

spaces.  

Theorem 3.21.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU   and XY
~~~~~~

 . Then, if ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
0

 -space then 

),,,( 21 EUU
y

  is a binary soft 
0

 -space. 

Proof: YGF ee

~~~~,   such that ee GF  . Then XGF ee

~~~~,  . Since ),,,( 21 EUU   is a 
binary soft 

0
 -space, thus there exists binary soft open sets (F,E) and (G,E) in 

),,,( 21 EUU   such that ),(~~ EFFe   and ),(
~~ EFGe   or ),(~~ EGGe   and 

),(
~~ EGFe  . Therefore ),(

~~~~~~ EFYFe  = ),( EFY . Similarly it can be shown that if 

),(~~ EGGe   and ),(
~~ EGFe  , then ),(~~ EGG Y

e   and ),(
~~ EGF Y

e  . Thus 
),,,( 21 EUU

y
  is binary soft 

0
 -space.  

  

Theorem 3.22. Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU   and XY
~~~~~~

 . If ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
1

 -space then 

),,,( 21 EUU
y

  is a binary soft 
1

 -space. 

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.21.  

  

Theorem 3.23.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU  . If ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
2

 -space on X
~~  over )( 21 UU  , then 

),,,( 21 EUU
e

  is a binary soft 
2

 -space for each Ee~~ . 

Proof: Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over )( 21 UU  . 

For any Ee~~ , }~~),(:)({=   EFeF
e

 is a binary soft topology on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU  . Let Xyx
~~~~,   such that yx  , since ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 

2
 -

space, therefore binary soft points XGF ee

~~~~,   such that ee GF   and )(
~~ eFx , 

)(
~~ eGy , there exists binary soft open sets ),( 1 EF  and ),( 2 EF  such that 
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),(~~
1 EFFe  , ),(~~

2 EFGe   and 
~~=),(

~~),( 21 EFEF  . Which implies that 

)(~~)(~~
1 eFeFx  , )(

~~)(
~~

2 eFeGy   and 
~~=)(

~~)( 21 eFeF  . This proves that 
),,,( 21 EUU

e
  is a binary soft 

2
 -space.  

  

Theorem 3.24.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU   and XY
~~~~~~

 . If ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
2

 -space then 

),,,( 21 EUU
y

  is a binary soft 
2

 -space and ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  is a binary soft 
2

 -

space for each Ee~~ . 

Proof:  Let YGF ee

~~~~,   such that ee GF  . Then XGF ee

~~~~,  , since ),,,( 21 EUU   is a 
binary soft 

2
  therefore there exists binary soft open sets ),( 1 EF  and ),( 2 EF  such 

that ),(~~
1 EFFe  , ),(~~

2 EFGe    and  
~~=),(~~),( 21 EFEF  . Thus  

),(=),(
~~~~~~

11 EFEFYF Y
e  ,  

),(=),(
~~~~~~

22 EFEFYG Y
e   and 

~~),( 2 EFY  
~~=),( 2 EFY . Thus it proves that 

),,,( 21 EUU
y

  is a binary soft 
2

 -space.  

Theorem 3.25. Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU  . If ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
2

 -space and for any two binary soft 

points XGF ee

~~~~,   such that ee GF  , then there exists binary soft closed sets ),( 1 EF  

and ),( 2 EF  such that ),(~~
1 EFFe  , ),(

~~
1 EFGe   and ),(

~~
2 EFFe  , ),(~~

2 EFGe   and 

XEFEF
~~=),(

~~),( 21  . 

Proof: Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over )( 21 UU  . 

Since ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft 
2

 -space and XGF ee

~~~~,   such that ee GF  , there 

exists binary soft open sets (H, E) and (L, E) such that ),(~~ EHFe   and ),(~~ ELGe   

and 
~~=),(

~~),( ELEH  . Clearly cELEH ),(
~~),(   and cEHEL ),(

~~),(  . Hence 
c

e ELF ),(~~ , put ),(=),( 1 EFEL c  which gives ),(
~~

1 EFFe  and ),(
~~

1 EFGe  . Also 
c

e EFG ),(~~
1 , then put ),(=),( 2 EFEH c . Therefore ),(~~

1 EFFe   and ),(~~
2 EFGe  . 
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Morever XEHELEFEF cc ~=),(
~~),(=),(

~~),( 21  . Which completes the proof.  

  

4.  Binary Soft Regular, Binary Soft Normal and Binary Soft 
i

 (i=4,3) Spaces 

In this section, we define binary soft regular and binary soft 
3

 - spaces using binary 

soft points. We also characterize binary soft regular and binary soft ormal spaces. 
Morever we prove that binary soft regular and binary soft 

3
  properties are binary 

soft heriditary, where as binary soft normal and binary soft 
4

  are binary soft closed 

heriditary properties. 

 

 Now we define binary soft regular space as follows: 

Definition 4.1. Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU  . Let (F,E) be a binary soft closed set in ),,,( 21 EUU   and XFe

~~~~ , such 

that ),(
~~ EFFe  . If there exist binary soft open sets (G, E) and (H, E), such that 

),(~~ EGFe  , ),(
~~),( EHEF   and 

~~=),(
~~),( EHEG  , then ),,,( 21 EUU   is called a 

binary soft regular space.  

  

Theorem 4.2.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU  . Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(i) ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft regular. 

(ii) For any binary soft open set (F,E) in ),,,( 21 EUU   and ),(~~ EFGe  , there 

is a binary soft open set (G,E) containing eG  such that ),(~~),(~~ EFEGGe  . 

(iii) Each binary soft point in ),,,( 21 EUU   has a binary soft neighborhood 
base consisting of binary soft closed sets. 

Proof: (i) (ii) 

Let (F,E) be a binary soft open set in ),,,( 21 EUU   and ),(~~ EFGe  . Then 
cEF ),(  is binary soft closed set such that c

e EFG ),(
~~
 . By the binary soft regularity 

of ),,,( 21 EUU  , there are binary soft open sets ),( 1 EF , ),( 2 EF  such that 

),(~~
1 EFGe  , ),(

~~),( 2 EFEF c   and 
~~=),(

~~),( 21 EFEF  . Clearly cEF ),( 2  is a binary 
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soft closed set contained in (F,E). Thus ),(~~),(~~),( 21 EFEFEF c  . This gives 

),(~~),(~~),( 21 EFEFEF c  , put ),(=),( 1 EGEF . Consequently, ),(~~ EGGe   and 

),(~~),( EFEG  . This proves (ii). 

(ii) (iii) 

Let XGe

~~~~ , for binary soft open set (F,E) in ),,,( 21 EUU  , there is a binary 

soft open set (G,E) containing eG  such that ),(~~ EGGe  , ),(~~),( EFEG  . Thus for 

each XGe

~~~~ , the sets ),( EG  form a binary soft neighborhood base consisting of 
binary soft closed sets of ),,,( 21 EUU   which proves (3).  

 (iii) (i) 

Let (F,E) be a binary soft closed set such that ),(
~~ EFGe  . Then cEF ),(  is a 

binary soft open neighborhood of eG . By (iii), there is binary soft closed set ),( 1 EF  

which contains eG  and is a binary soft neighborhood of eG  with cEFEF ),(~~),( 11  . 

Then c
e EFG ),(

~~
 , ),(=),(~~),( 21 EFEFEF c  and 

~~=),(
~~),( 21 EFEF  . Therefore 

),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft regular.  

Theorem 4.3. Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft regular space on X
~~  over )( 21 UU  . 

Then every binary soft subspace of ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft regular. 

Proof: Let ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  be a binary soft subspace of a binary soft regular space 

),,,( 21 EUU  . Suppose, (F, E) is a binary soft closed set in ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  and 

YFe

~~~~  such that ),(
~~ EFFe  . Then YEGEF

~~~~),(=),(  ; where (G, E) is binary soft 

closed set in ),,,( 21 EUU  . Then ),(
~~ EGFe  , since ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft 

regular, there exists binary soft disjoint binary open sets ),( 1 EF , ),( 2 EF  in 

),,,( 21 EUU   such that ),(~~
1 EFFe  , ),(~~),( 2 EFEG  . Clearly, 

YEFFe

~~~~),(~~
1  = ),( 2 EFY  and YEFEF

~~~~),(~~),( 2  = ),( 2 EFY  such that 
~~),( 1 EFY  


~~=),( 2 EFY . Therefore it proves that ),,,( 21 EUU

y
  is a binary soft regular 

subspace of ),,,( 21 EUU  .  

Theorem 4.4.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft regular space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU  .  A binary space ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft regular if and only if for each 
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XFe

~~~~  and a binary soft closed set (F, E) in ),,,( 21 EUU   such that ),(
~~ EFFe  , 

there exist binary soft open sets ),( 1 EF , ),( 2 EF  in ),,,( 21 EUU   such that 

),(~~
1 EFFe  , ),(

~~),( 21 EFEF   and 
~~=),(

~~),( 21 EFEF  . 

Proof: For each XFe

~~~~  and a binary soft closed set (G, E) such that ),(
~~ EFFe  , by 

Theorem 4.2 there is a binary soft open (G,E) such that ),(~~ EGFe  , 
cEFEG ),(~~),( 1 . Again by Theorem 4.2 there is a binary soft open ),( 1 EF  

containing eF  such that ),(~~),( 1 EGEF  . Let cEGEF )),((=),( 2 , then 
cEFEGEGEF ),(~~),(~~),(~~),( 1   implies ),(=)),((~~),( 2 EFEGEF c  or 

),(~~),( 2 EFEF  . 

Also 

),(
~~),( 21 EFEF  =  =

~~=)),((
~~),~~)),((

~~),(~~)),((
~~),( 1

ccc EGEGEGEGEGEF 

. Thus ),( 1 EF  , ),( 2 EF  are the requirred binary soft open sets in ),,,( 21 EUU  . This 
proves the necessity. The suffciency is immediate.  

Definition 4.5. Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU  , (F,E)and (G,E) are binary soft closed sets over )( 21 UU   such that 


~~=),(

~~),( EGEF  . If there exist binary soft open sets ),( 1 EF  and ),( 2 EF  such that 

),(
~~),( 1 EFEF  , ),(~~),( 2 EFEG   and =),(

~~),( 21 EFEF  , then ),,,( 21 EUU   is 
called a binary soft normal space.  

Definition 4.6.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU  . Then ),,,( 21 EUU   is said to be binary soft 
3

 -space if it is binary soft 

regular and a binary soft 
1

 -space.  

Remark 4.7.  (i) A binary soft 
3

 -space may not be a binary soft 
2

 -space. 

(ii) If ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 
3

 -space, then ),,,( 21 EUU
e

  may not be a 

binary soft 
3

 -space for each parameter Ee~~   

Proposition 4.8.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU   be a binary soft topological space on X
~~  over 

)( 21 UU   and XY
~~~~ . If ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft 

3
 -space then 
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),,,( 21 EUU
y

  is a binary soft 
3

 -space.  

Definition 4.9.  A binary soft topological space ),,,( 21 EUU   on X
~~  over )( 21 UU   

is said to be a binary soft 
4

 -space, if it is binary soft normal and binary soft 
1

 -

space.  

Theorem 4.10.  A binary soft topological space ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft normal 
if and only if for any binary soft closed set (F, E) and binary soft open set (G, E) such 
that ),(~~),( EGEF  , these exist atleast one binary soft open set (H,E) containing 

(F,E) such that ),(~~),(~~),(~~),( EGEHEHEF  . 

Proof: Let us suppose that ),,,( 21 EUU   is a binary soft normal space and (F, E) is 
any binary soft closed subset of ),,,( 21 EUU   and (G,E) is a binary soft open set 

such that ),(~~),( EGEF  . Then cEG ),(  is binary soft closed and 

=),(
~~),( cEGEF  . So by supposition, there are binary soft open sets (H,E) and 

(K,E) such that ),(
~~),( EHEF  , ),(~~),( EKEG c   and 

~~=),(
~~),( EKEH  . Since 


~~=),(

~~),( EKEH  , cEKEH ),(~~),(  .  But cEK ),(  is   binary soft closed,  so that 

),(~~),(~~),(~~),(~~),( EGEKEHEHEF c  .   

Hence  ),(~~),(~~),(~~),( EGEHEHEF  . 

  

Conversely, suppose that for every binary soft closed set (F, E) and a binary 
soft open set (G, E) such that ),(~~),( EGEF  , there is a binary soft open set (H,E) 

such that ),(~~),(~~),(~~),( EGEHEHEF  . Let ),( 1 EF , ),( 2 EF  be any two binary 

soft disjoint closed sets, then cEFEF ),(
~~),( 21   where cEF ),( 2  is binary soft open . 

Hence there is a binary soft open set (H,E) such that 
cEFEHEHEF ),(~~),(~~),(~~),( 2 . But then cEHEF )),((~~),( 2   and 


~~)),((

~~),(  cEHEH .  

             Hence ),(
~~),( 1 EHEF   and cEHEF )),((~~),( 2   with 

~~=)),((
~~),( cEHEH  . 

Hence ),,,( 21 EUU   is binary soft normal space.  

Proposition 4.11.  Let ),,,( 21 EUU
y

  be binary soft subspace of a binary soft 

topological space ),,,( 21 EUU   and (F, E) be a binary soft open(closed) in 
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),,,( 21 EUU
y

 . If Y
~~  is a binary soft open(closed) in ),,,( 21 EUU  , then (F, E) is 

binary soft open(closed) in ),,,( 21 EUU  .  

  

Theorem 4.12.  A binary soft closed subspace of a binary soft normal is binary soft 
normal.  
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